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ABSTRACT A standard technique for static optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) measurements is adapted to the measurement
of ORD changes on a nanosecond (ns) time scale, giving approximately a million-fold improvement in time-resolution over
conventional instrumentation. The technique described here is similar in principle to a technique recently developed for ns
time-resolved circular dichroism (TRCD) spectroscopy, although the time-resolved optical rotatory dispersion (TRORD) tech-
nique requires fewer optical components. As with static ORD, TRORD measurements may be interpreted by empirical com-
parisons or may be transformed, via the Kramers-Kronig relations, to more easily interpreted TRCD spectra. TRORD can offer
experimental advantages over TRCD in studying kinetic processes effecting changes in the chiral structures of biological
molecules. In particular, the wider dispersion of ORD bands compared with the corresponding CD bands means that ORD
information may often be obtained outside of absorption bands, a signal-to-noise advantage for multichannel measurements.
Demonstration of the technique by its application to ns TRORD and the transform-calculated TRCD of carboxy-hemoglobin
(Hb-CO) after laser photolysis is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Before the advent of modern circular dichroism (CD) in-
strumentation based on photoelastic modulators and phase
sensitive detection, the structural properties of chiral mol-
ecules were commonly studied using optical rotatory dis-
persion (ORD), the rotation of the plane of polarization of
linearly polarized light by the circular birefringence (CB) of
a chiral chromophore measured as a function of wavelength
(Djerassi, 1960). Among the methods used in such static
ORD studies was a technique due to Keston and Lospalluto
(1953), implemented in the Beckman DU spectrophotometer
as the Standard Model D Keston polarimetric attachment
(Gallop, 1957; Poulsen, 1960; Rabinovitch and Yamakawa,
1979). In the present work, we describe a novel apparatus for
time-resolved ORD (TRORD) that incorporates the quasi-
null optical method of Keston and Lospalluto into a ns laser
photolysis apparatus to achieve a million-fold improvement
in ORD time-resolution over conventional instruments.
Several years ago, an ellipsometric technique for ns time-
resolved CD (TRCD) spectroscopy was developed in this
laboratory to study dynamic structural changes in chiral bio-
logical macromolecules (Lewis et al., 1985). We have since
applied this technique to a variety of biological systems, in-
cluding hemoglobin (Lewis et al., 1985; Bj6rling, 1991),
myoglobin (Milder et al., 1988), tRNA (Milder et al., 1989),
cytochrome aa3 (Goldbeck et al., 1991), cytochrome ba3
(Goldbeck et al., 1992), and phytochrome (Bjorling et al.,
1992; Chen et al., 1993), as well as several inorganic com-
plexes (see Lewis et al., 1992, for references). The TRCD
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technique is quasi-null; the quantity measured is the differ-
ential change in transmission of a highly eccentric, ellipti-
cally polarized probe beam through a crossed analyzing po-
larizer that is induced by the circularly dichroic sample. More
recently, we have also developed a ns time-resolved linear
dichroism (TRLD) apparatus based on a quasi-null optical
approach, in this case using nearly-crossed linear polarizers
(Che et al., 1994). This optical method is in fact identical to
the ORD method of Keston and Lospalluto (1953). As a
Mueller matrix analysis shows, both LD and CB (or optical
rotation) will be detected by this approach (Che et al., 1994).
Thus, TRLD can be monitored in time-dependent, anisotro-
pic, achiral systems, e.g., a symmetric chromophore after
phototransformation (by a linearly polarized laser) and be-
fore rotational reorientation has extinguished photoselection-
induced LD. Furthermore, because the LD induced by pho-
totransformations can be several orders of magnitude larger
than the magnitudes typically encountered for natural CB
(<10-3), it should often be possible to measure TRLD to a
good approximation in chiral systems as well. On the other
hand, and most important for the present work, at times after
complete rotational reorientation, the method will be
uniquely sensitive to the TRORD of time-dependent, iso-
tropic, chiral systems, e.g., dissymmetric, phototransformed
chromophores. In addition, we show that an appropriate ori-
entation of the polarization optics to minimize the
photoselection-induced LD ensures that TRORD is detected
without significant interference from the LD even at early
times before rotational reorientation is complete.
The present work introduces a ns implementation of the
quasi-null TRORD technique with a Mueller calculus de-
scription of the optical principles used and a description of
the ns laser-photolysis ORD apparatus. The feasibility of the
technique is demonstrated with an application to a biological
system, ligand-photolysis intermediates of carbonmonoxy
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hemoglobin (HbCO), showing the ability of ns TRORD to
resolve the kinetics of multiple processes. (A more complete
Mueller analysis, including artifacts associated with optical
imperfections in TRLD/ORD measurements, has been given
previously (Che et al., 1994).) The signal-to-noise advantage
of TRORD over TRCD (see Discussion) is exploited in the
present HbCO study to obtain, with practical amounts of
signal averaging, ns chiral spectral data that approach ordi-
nary absorption spectra in the quality of its signal-to-noise
ratio (peak S/N 2 100). Such a level of quality is necessary
if time-resolved chiroptical data are to support a global ki-
netic analysis yielding lifetimes and amplitudes for spectral
intermediates associated with structural changes in proteins.
Although the main purpose of this paper is to introduce a
potentially powerful technique to study changes in chiral
structures with nanosecond resolution, we also offer a pre-
liminary interpretation of the TRORD results, presented here
for hemoglobin in light of recent TRCD results (S. C.
Bjorling, S. J. Paquette, S. J. Milder, R. A. Goldbeck, and
D. S. Kliger, unpublished data).
QUASI-NULL MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL
ROTATORY DISPERSION
The measurement of CB using the quasi-null method of Keston
and Lospallutos (1953) may be understood in terms of a Mueller
matrix analysis. The polarization of light in a classical wave
description is given by the direction of the electric field vector,
E. Thus, the intensity and polarization state of light is fully de-
scribed by the four elements of the Stokes vector,
_I E2 + E2
[= ]=[E2-E]2 (1)
_V E2-El2
where v, h, +,-, r, and 1 refer to the vertical linear, horizontal
linear, positive diagonal linear, negative diagonal linear, and
right and left circular polarization components for light of ar-
bitrary polarization, respectively, and I, Q, U, and Vare the total
intensity, the difference of vertical and horizontal polarized in-
tensities, the difference ofdiagonal intensities, and the difference
of the circularly polarized intensities, respectively.
The effect of the optical properties of a substance or optical
element on the Stokes vector can be written in terms of the
Mueller matrix,
[Mll M12 M13 M14
M M21 M22 M23 M24
M31 M32 M33 M34 ,
LAM41 M42 M43 M44_
(2)
which operates on the Stokes vector to produce a new vector
describing the transformed light in terms of its polarization
and intensity.
TRORD measurements are performed in our lab using a
polarized actinic beam produced by a laser and an initially
unpolarized probe beam produced by a flash lamp. The
sample is placed between two near-crossed probe polarizers.
FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the TRORD instrument. An actinic la-
ser beam intersects the lamp probe beam at an arbitrary angle. The probe
beam passes though a collimating lens (CL) and the probe polarizer (LP1)
oriented along 0 ± 3 before traversing the sample (S). A second probe
polarizer (LP2) oriented along 0 + 900 analyzes the beam before detection.
A laser polarizer (LP3) ensures pure vertical polarization of the actinic
beam. Vertical is defined as normal to the plane formed by the probe and
actinic beams.
A schematic diagram representing the measurement is shown
in Fig. 1. Let the vertical direction be defined as normal to
the plane defined by the actinic and probe beams. The un-
polarized light produced by the probe lamp is described by
the normalized Stokes vector [1, 0, 0, 0]. The Mueller matrix
for a polarizer has the general form
1 cos 20
_
1 cos 20 Cos220
2 sin 20 cos20sin20
O- O
sin 20 01
cos 20 sin 20 0
sin220 0 ,
0 0]
(3)
where 0 is the angle of the polarizer. The measurement may
be conducted such that the polarizers are initially set at 0 =
0 and 900 with respect to horizontal (positive 0 being defined
in a clockwise direction when looking toward the probe
source). Hereafter, this geometry (with the polarizers initially
set in the horizontal and vertical directions) will be referred
to as geometry 1. The first polarizer is rotated either clock-
wise or counter-clockwise by a small angle designated by ,B.
The Stokes vector for the light after transmittance through the
first polarizer and sample is calculated as
Mll M12 M13 M14
M21 M22 M23 M24
M31 M32 M33 M34
L-M41 M42 M43 M44-_
~1 cos22/
1 cos 2j3 cos22,B
X 2 sin 2, cos 2/3 sin 2/3
O 0
(4)
sin 2/ 0 1
cos 2 sin 2/ 0 0
sin22/3
0 0
-o
M1l + M12cos 2/3 + M13sin 21
1 M21 + M22cos 23 + M23sin 231
2 M31 + M32cos 23 + M33sin 2/3
LAM41 + M42cos 2/3 + M43sin 2/3_
After the second polarizer, the total intensity is given by
I(A3) = {M11 + Ml12cos 2/3 + Ml13sin 2/3}
-{M21 + M22cos 2/ + M23 sin 2/3}
(5)
The quantity of interest is the difference of the intensities
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measured at ±(3 divided by their sum,
I() -I(-f3) (M13 - M23)sin 2,B
(1) + I(-13) Mll - M21 + (M12 - M22)cos 2,B (6)
An alternate geometry (geometry 2) is defined by a rotation
of the two initial probe polarizer positions by 450 so that their
initial positions are diagonal. A measurement conducted
using geometry 2 results in the quantity of interest, s', given
by
I(()-I(- 3) (M32-M12)sin 2(3s =- = (7)I((3) + I(-13) Mll - M31 + (M13 - M33)cos 23
For a thin sample, where differential absorptions are very
small compared to the total absorption, the Mueller matrix
can be written (Jensen et al., 1978)
M =eA LD'
CD
-LD
1
-CB
-LB'
-LD'
CB
1
LB
CD
LBj (8)
1
where
zontal and vertical orientations of the probe polarizers), LD'
(between the diagonal directions) is measured. In geometry
2 (defined by initial crossed diagonal orientations of the
probe polarizers), LD (between the horizontal and vertical
directions) is measured.
In many applications, including the present one, a sample
can be oriented by photoselection or other means. In such
cases, linear dichroism can be quite large, dominating the
measured ORD. However, if there is no preferred orientation
to molecules in the sample, LD will be zero and one can
accurately measure ORD. Moreover, in many situations, an
appropriate choice of the polarization optics can ensure that
LD or LD' are negligible. If the polarization of the photolysis
beam is vertical and measurements are conducted using ge-
ometry 1, then LD' is zero and Eq. 10 becomes
_I() -I(-3)
_-CB
(- I I) + I( ) - (3 (12)
A detailed analysis of the artifacts arising from optical im-
perfections that may affect measurements of ORD has been
given by Che et al. (1994).
ln 1O(Ah + Av)A = 9
LB = 2i(nh- n,)l LB 27r(n+-n)l
(9)
ln 10(Ah -A) , ln 10(A+- A)
2 2
CBD= , CD = 2
CB = 2,7(n, n,)l CD ln 10(Al- A,)
A denotes an absorbance, LB refers to linear birefringence,
and A, n, and I are the wavelength of light, index of refraction
and path length of the sample. In general, the elements of the
matrix in Eq. 8 substituted into Eq. 6 or 7 give the measured
quantity, a combination of LD and CB. Thus, in geometry 1,
when , is small, s becomes
I(13) - I(-() -(LD' + CB)sin 2(3
I(B) + I(-3) 1 - cos2( (10)
-(LD' + CB)
and in geometry 2,
I({)-I(-(3) LD-CB
I()+ I(-) - (1)
In both geometries, -CB is measured. However, the two
geometries measure linear dichroism between different (or-
thogonal) directions. Each quantity is measured by taking the
difference of transmitted intensities when the first probe po-
larizer is rotated ± (3. These rotations introduce a bit of di-
agonal light in geometry 1 and horizontal or vertical light in
geometry 2. Thus, in geometry 1 (defined by initial hori-
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The TRORD instrument is represented in Fig. 1. It is very similar to the
TRCD instrument described previously (Lewis et al., 1985; Lewis et al.,
1992; Kliger et al., 1990). A Xenon flash lamp produces unpolarized light
that is collimated with a lens. The light is polarized by the initial Glan-
Thompson polarizer, which is rotated by the small angles ±+(3 from the
horizontal position (( = 0.011 was used here). The actinic beam, produced
by a Quanta Ray DCR-11 Nd:YAG laser, frequency-doubled to 532 nm, was
typically operated at a repetition rate of 2 Hz, had a laser power adjusted
to 17 mJ per pulse and beam diameter of about 7 mm. A cleanup polarizer
ensured the purity of the vertical polarization of the actinic beam. A second,
vertical, Glan-Thompson polarizer was placed after the sample. The ex-
tinction between the polarizers was about 10-6. The collimated beam was
focused through a 250 gm slit into a Jarrel Ash spectrograph (150 gratings
per mm) and detected with a EG&G OMA II detector. A Stanford Instru-
ments DG535 delay/pulse generator was used to control the timing of the
detector gate and the firing of the flash lamp with respect to the laser pulse.
The two probe polarizers were aligned so that they were oriented along
the horizontal and vertical directions and the laser cleanup polarizer was
aligned along the vertical. This alignment was optimized by minimizing the
photoinduced LD of a suspension of the purple membrane from the bacteria
Halobacterium halobium at about 450 ps after laser excitation. This sample
has a large photoinduced LD at this time compared to CB (Che et al., 1994).
Hemoglobin A was prepared as described previously (Geraci et al.,
1969). Whole blood was washed in 1% NaCl. The cells were lysed by
bathing them in a large volume of distilled water. The membranes were
removed by centrifugation, and the supernatant containing the purified Hb
A was dialyzed against distilled water and then pelleted and frozen for
storage. At the time of measurement, the Hb A was diluted to 120 pLM (in
heme) in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.3. Less than 100 ,M sodium
dithionite was added to the hemoglobin solution (degassed in CO) to scav-
enge any traces of oxygen. During the measurements, the hemoglobin so-
lution was maintained in a CO atmosphere and flowed through a 1/2 mm
path-length cell.
ORD was measured at 43 times after laser photolysis from 100 ns to 40
ms. Hb-HbCO absorption difference measurements, using a polarizer set to
the magic angle, were measured at identical times as the ORD measurements
with identical gate sizes. The gate of the OMA detector was varied from 100
ns (at early times) to 2.5 ,us (at later times). Data were collected from about
300-700 nm with a resolution of about 4 nm. ORD measurements were
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performed on three separate hemoglobin samples. A total of 8950 ORD
measurements were averaged for each early time point using a 100 ns de-
tector gate, 2304 measurements were averaged for intermediate times using
a 1 ,us gate, and 1536 measurements were averaged for later times using a
2.5 ,us gate.
The averaged TRORD data were smoothed using a 15-point (0.6 nm per
point) Savitzky-Golay quadratic spectral convolution. The time-resolved
absorption (TROD) and TRORD data were baseline-offset to give a null
signal between 650 and 700 nm. Data taken between 350 and 550 were then
used for further analysis using singular value decomposition (SVD) (Henry and
Hofrichter, 1992; Golub and Reinsch, 1970; Brodersen, 1990). The application
ofSVD involves writing the data in terms of an mXn matrix, A, which gives the
signal (ORD or OD) at each of them wavelengths and n time delays. The matrix
A is decomposed into the product of three matrices:
A = USVT. (13)
U is an mXn matrix containing the signal value for n orthonormal basis spectra
at m wavelengths. VT denotes the transpose of V, an nXn matrix giving the
amplitude of each basis spectrum at the n time delays. S is an n X n diagonal
matrix containing the singular values ofA. The kth singular value determines the
degree to which the product of the kth basis spectrum and the jth component of
the kth amplitude vector contributes to the spectrum measured at the jth time
point. Only the r basis spectra with the largest singular values and their time
amplitudes are used to describe the data, i.e., the SVD decomposition is truncated
after the rth singular value, the higher values being discarded as noise, to give
a more concise, noise-filtered representation of the data. The truncated repre-
sentation of the A matrix is then used to determine lifetimes and amplitudes of
exponential decays of the spectra of intermediate species using a (nonlinear)
least-square fitting technique known as global analysis (Goldbeck and Kliger,
1993). In this work, the first five basis spectra with the largest singular values,
together with their time courses, were used to make the truncated data matrix,
A. The intermediate spectra, together with their exponential decay rates and
amplitudes, given by global analysis provide information about the kinetic pro-
cesses of interest.
RESULTS
(III) (A-[Co(en)3]3+), measured on the ns TRORD appa-
ratus. This ORD spectrum agrees well with those reported
previously (Huheey et al., 1990). The CD spectrum of the
same sample taken using the quasi-null ellipsometric CD
method is shown in Fig. 2 b. The Kramers-Kronig trans-
formation of the ORD spectrum (shown in Fig. 2 c) re-
produces the measured CD spectrum well.
The use of different polarization geometries to discrimi-
nate between TRORD and TRLD in near-crossed polarizer
measurements is demonstrated in measurements on photo-
lyzed hemoglobin using geometries 1 and 2. Fig. 3 a shows
the ORD spectrum of HBCO at 100 ns after laser photolysis
obtained using geometry 1. Fig. 3 b shows the results of a
measurement on the same sample at the same delay time after
photolysis with the two probe polarizers rotated 450 (geom-
etry 2). The ORD spectrum measured in geometry 1 has been
magnified 5 times from its measured value for comparison
with the measurement using geometry 2. The photoinduced
LD is primarily measured in geometry 2 because it is much
greater in magnitude than the ORD.
The time-resolved optical difference spectra of transient-
HbCO at 43 times after laser photolysis is shown in Fig. 4.
The positive peak around 432 nm corresponds to the in-
creased absorption of the transient photolyzed species rela-
tive to HbCO. The negative peak, around 417 nm, corre-
sponds to the decrease in absorption of the transient species
relative to HbCO. The return of the transient to the initial
state (before photolysis) can be seen by the approach of the
difference spectra to zero at later times. The transient ORD
spectra of photolyzed HbCO (taken at identical times after
Fig. 2 a shows the ORD spectrum of the well known
standard compound, (+)589 tris(ethylenediamine) cobalt- 0.3.
0.2
0
x
0)
co
Wavelength (nm)
FIGURE 2 ORD and CD of A-[Co(en)3]3. The measurements are plotted
according to the definitions of CD and CB given in Eq. 9. The ellipticity
and optical rotation (in radians) are CD/2 and CB/2, respectively. (a) ORD
measured using the near-crossed polarizer technique (- -). (b) CD meas-
ured using the ellipsometric technique (-- - -). (c) CD obtained using the
Kramers-Kronig transformation of the ORD measured spectra ( ). All
spectra are in arbitrary units.
0.1
co 0
-0.1
-0.2
a
-. - - ......
- 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520
Wavelength (nm)
FIGURE 3 TRORD/TRLD measurements with different polarizer geom-
etries discriminate ORD from LD. A 100-ns gate is used to probe inter-
mediates of HbCO 100 ns after photolysis. (a) Geometry 1; crossed po-
larizers are initially oriented along the horizontal and vertical directions to
measure the ORD spectrum ( ). The signal, given by Eq 12, has been
magnified 5 times for comparison with Fig. 3 b. On the scale shown, an ORD
signal of 0.1 corresponds to a rotation of 0.0063'. (b) Geometry 2; crossed
polarizers are initially oriented along diagonal directions. The measurement
(-- -) is governed by Eq. 11. A LD signal of 0.3 corresponds to a dif-
ference in absorption of 0.0094. Note that the photoinduced LD now domi-
nates the ORD (measured in geometry 1).
-0.3'
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FIGURE 4 TROD of HbCO. The transient Hb-HbCO difference
spectrum at 43 time points after photolysis plotted versus wavelength and
log(time).
photolysis as the TROD spectra of Fig. 4) are shown in Fig.
5 a. The smaller, red-shifted spectra correspond to those
taken at earlier times after photolysis. Fig. 5 b shows the
transient ORD spectra with the initial ORD spectrum (taken
in the absence of photolysis) subtracted from each transient
spectrum. These TRORD difference spectra also approach
zero for later times, indicating a return to ground state HbCO.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) filtering/
compression and global kinetic analysis (of the truncated
data matrix) were applied to the TROD data to give apparent
lifetimes and amplitudes for the exponential decay of four
spectral intermediates, shown in Table 1. (The TROD life-
times and amplitudes are reported for both a variable gate
size and a fixed 10 ns gate. The close similarity of these
results shows that the variable gate size used in the TRORD
measurements reported here probably did not affect the re-
sults of the kinetic analysis.) This multi-exponential analysis
implicitly assumes a model in which four species undergo
parallel, first-order decays. Although this is not expected to
be a realistic picture of photolyzed HbCO, it is a useful and
commonly applied model because any kinetic scheme made
up of first-order processes will show the same observed de-
cay constants. The amplitudes are model-dependent, how-
ever, and are reported here not as representative of concen-
trations of intermediates, but as rough estimates of the
relative importance of each decay constant to the overall
spectral kinetics. The TROD lifetimes in Table 1 are similar
to those reported previously by Hofrichter et al. (1983) for
a four-exponential fit. The lifetimes and amplitudes obtained
from analysis of the SVD-filtered TRORD difference spectra
shown in Table 1 are quite similar to the TROD results for
the two slowest processes, assigned as diffusive rebinding of
CO to R state (T3) and T state (T4) deoxy Hb (Hofrichter et al.,
1983). The magnitude of T2 is again comparable between the
absorption and ORD results, but the amplitude of this process
is twice as large in ORD. This process has been assigned to
the R -: T quaternary structure transition, so it is to be ex-
pected that the amplitudes reflect the much larger R - T
0.02-
0.015-
0.01-
0.005- LA
a 0-
-0.01-
-0.015-
-0.02- -2
-0.025w -4
300 350 400
450 500 550
Wavelength (nm)
b
0.01-1
0.005-
0-
0
O
-.005-
t' -0.01--
-0.015-
-0.02-
V-ig-2400-4S_ 00 __
Wavelength (nm)
FIGURE 5 TRORD of HbCO. An ORD signal of 0.02 corresponds to a
rotation of 0.0063°. (a) The transient Hb ORD spectra, as given by Eq. 12,
at 43 times after photolysis. (b) The difference TRORD ofHbCO. The ORD
of the unphotolyzed sample was subtracted from each transient.
difference observed in the CD/CB of Hb as compared with
the R - T absorption difference (Perutz et al., 1974). The
most significant difference between the kinetic results for
absorption and TRORD arises for the fastest component, T1.
The -100 ns time constant found for 1T in the TROD has
been interpreted in terms of a tertiary relaxation in the region
of the hemes, perhaps a final stage in the doming of the heme
after photolysis (Spiro et al., 1990). The fastest process ob-
served in the TRORD appears to be 4 times slower than that
observed in absorption, with a significantly smaller ampli-
tude. When the TROD measurements taken here are fit to
five exponential processes, a new process appears with a
small amplitude and a lifetime of about 1 ,us (S. J. Paquette,
S. C. Bjorling, R. A. Goldbeck and D. S. Kliger, unpublished
data). The TRORD data were too noisy for an independent
fit to five exponential processes using global analysis. How-
ever, when the TRORD data were forced to fit to the five
lifetimes found from TROD, the amplitude obtained for the
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TABLE 1 Lifetimes and amplitudes from a four-exponential global kinetic analysis of time-resolved absorption and ORD
spectra for photolyzed Hb-CO
Tl (ns) Amp, T2 (sS) Amp2 T3 (pS) Amp3 T4 (ms) Amp4
TROD* 108 0.32 32 0.12 183 0.37 3.7 0.18
TRODt 114 0.29 28 0.13 166 0.43 3.8 0.16
TRORD* 429 0.20 35 0.22 157 0.36 3.2 0.19
*Sampling gate width varied from 100 ns to 2.5 ,us.
tConstant 10-ns gate.
1 ,us process was much greater in TRORD than in TROD.
This 1 ,us process and the others obtained in a five expo-
nential analysis ofTROD, as well as the TRORD amplitudes
for these fixed lifetimes, are summarized in Table 2. The
normalized TRORD amplitude is 3 times larger than the
TROD amplitude for the 1 ,us process (process 2 in Table 2).
DISCUSSION
The methods developed in our lab for fast polarization di-
chroism spectroscopy, ellipsometric TRCD and polarimetric
TRLD/ORD, obtain their high sensitivity by using near-
crossed polarizers to increase the size of the desired effect
relative to the total transmitted intensity. Although, in prin-
ciple, the highest sensitivity in a measurement of CD, CB,
LD, or LB could be achieved with a null measurement using
crossed polarizers, this approach does not give sign infor-
mation and cannot distinguish the four effects when they
occur together (the Kramers-Kronig relations show that ev-
ery CD band has an overlapping ORD and similarly for LD
and LB). High sensitivity is retained, sign information is
restored, and effective discrimination between optical effects
is introduced by using a quasi-null approach. In the
TRCD/LB technique, this is accomplished by introducing a
small (- 10-2 radians) linear birefringence, LB', between the
crossed polarizers and modulating its orientation between
+450 relative to the polarizer axes, so that the transmitted
intensity reflects the total ellipticity induced in the beam by
the modulator and sample. The difference signal is propor-
tional to the sum of the CD and the diagonal component of
any LB present in the sample, divided by the magnitude of
the modulated LB' to give a roughly 102 amplification in
relative signal size. This amplification effect gives the quasi-
null method a two orders of magnitude S/N advantage over
conventional CD methods when considering instrumental
noise sources that can be taken as proportional to lamp in-
tensity, such as lamp instability, thermal drift, etc. (the pho-
TABLE 2 Lifetimes and amplitudes from a five-exponential
global kinetic analysis of time-resolved absorption and the
amplitudes obtained from a fit of ORD spectra with these
lifetimes held constant, for photolyzed Hb-CO
Process Process Process Process Process
1 2 3 4 5
TROD Lifetimes 87 ns 1.0 ,us 41 ps 190 ,s 3.1 ms
TROD Amplitudes 0.34 0.028 0.12 0.33 0.16
TRORD Amplitudes 0.26 0.11 0.21 0.27 0.15
ton shot noise figures of merit for quasi-null and conven-
tional, i.e., modulator LB = 900 and no analyzing polarizer,
methods are identical). In addition to discriminating against
CB and LD, CD can be further isolated from any
photoselection-induced LB present in the sample through the
appropriate choice of excitation geometry (Einterz et al.,
1985; Bjorling et al., 1991).
The quasi-null CB/LD technique is closely analogous to
the ellipsometric CD/LB method; as the names suggest, the
techniques are related by interchanging the use of circular
versus linear polarization elements between the crossed po-
larizers. Thus, a small circular birefringence (10-2 rad) is
now modulated between positive and negative orientations,
with the transmitted intensity reflecting the total rotation in-
duced in the beam by modulator and sample. (In our imple-
mentation, one of the polarizers is rotated instead of adding
a separate CB modulator element.) The difference signal is
proportional to the sum of the CB and the diagonal com-
ponent of any linear dichroism (LD' for geometry 1) present
in the sample, divided by the magnitude of the modulated CB
to give a 102 amplification in relative signal size. This am-
plification effect again gives the quasi-null approach a S/N
advantage over instrumental noise sources in the laser flash
photolysis apparatus that is sufficient to achieve ns time reso-
lution with reasonable signal averaging. To complete the
analogy, the discrimination against CD and LB inherent in
the quasi-null approach is further extended in the case of
ORD measurements to photoselection-induced LD discrimi-
nation through the appropriate choice of excitation geometry,
e.g., alignment of the laser polarization axis with either
polarizer axis.
Being related by the Kramers-Kronig relations, CB and
CD can be considered the dispersive (real) and absorptive
(imaginary) parts, respectively, of the (complex) molecular
response function for circularly polarized light, and in prin-
ciple they contain identical information (Moscowitz, 1962).
In practice, however, the localization of CD to the absorption
bands of chromophores results in more easily interpreted
spectra, and the measurement of CD has generally been pre-
ferred over ORD. Although the use of CD largely eclipsed
ORD in the 1960's, ORD remains a useful tool for probing
chiral structures (Morris, 1990; Akesson and Michelson,
1981; Hanspal and Ralston, 1981; Yip and Sauls, 1992) and
its basic physics remains a subject of investigation (Evans,
1990; Evans et al., 1992).
Despite the evident popularity of CD, there are situations
where ORD can offer advantages over CD. Experimental
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simplicity is one advantage; the elimination of a separate
modulator reduces the number of optical elements between
the polarizers and thus reduces opportunities for the intro-
duction of artifacts. The broader dispersion of ORD can be
another, as in the measurement of optical activity arising
from absorption bands beyond the range of direct detection.
The dispersion of CB beyond the absorption band-shape can
be particularly advantageous for time-resolved spectroscopy,
which is often limited by signal-to-noise considerations. This
advantage can be seen by taking the absolute value of the
signal-to-noise ratios for the CD and ORD bands associated
with a simple Gaussian absorption band-shape and integrat-
ing this figure of merit over the band. One finds that the
integrated S/N is roughly 2 to 4 times larger for ORD, the
former factor applying to noise that is proportional to light
intensity (e.g., arc wander) and the latter to photon shot noise
when the maximum sample absorbance is one. When con-
sidering signal averaging with multichannel detection, where
an entire spectrum may be obtained with each measurement,
this represents about an order of magnitude decrease in the
number of averaged measurements required to reach a given
level of cumulative signal to noise.
The ORD measured for A-[Co(en)3]3' and HbCO using
the ns TRORD apparatus provides experimental confirma-
tion of the principles presented above and confirms the S/N
advantages of this approach to ORD spectroscopy. The static
ORD of A-[Co(en)3]31 (Fig. 2) demonstrates the ability of the
quasi-null Keston-Lospallutos method to accurately measure
ORD with a high S/N using the noisy light sources and short
sampling times typical of fast kinetic spectroscopy.
As mentioned above, a CD spectrum is usually easier to
interpret in terms of molecular parameters than is the cor-
responding ORD. Thus, it was also important to demonstrate
that the method could yield ORD spectra of sufficient quality
for transformation (Kramers-Kronig, KK) to accurate CD
spectra, at least for favorable cases (nonoverlapping bands).
The good agreement of the calculated CD spectrum obtained
from a KK transform of the A-[Co(en)3]3+ ORD spectrum
with the directly measured CD spectrum indicates that
TRORD measurements can indeed be a useful source of
TRCD spectra, an issue further addressed in the case of
HbCO.
The TRORD measurements obtained for photolyzed
HbCO demonstrate two points: (1) fast time-resolved ORD
spectra can now be obtained with S/N good enough to sup-
port a multi-exponential kinetic analysis, and (2) TRORD
can be KK transformed to yield calculated TRCD with good
accuracy and high S/N for an important case, the Soret bands
of hemeproteins. To establish the first point, a standard for
comparison and validation of the kinetic analysis of the
TRORD results is sought in time-resolved absorption mea-
surements. The kinetic analysis of TRORD and TROD in-
deed produces closely comparable results for the microsec-
ond through millisecond time regime that encompasses the
three slowest observed decay constants, with the difference
in amplitudes for the R -> T rate process (T2) being accounted
for by the known R - T difference spectra (Perutz et al.,
1974). The marked difference found for the fastest time con-
stants and amplitudes appears to be significant and suggests
that absorption and ORD are differentially sensitive to dif-
ferent processes occurring in the protein on the submicro-
second time scale. In this regard, TRCD spectra of HbCO
measured in the near-UV aromatic bands (S. C. Bjorling, S. J.
Paquette, S. J. Milder, R. A. Goldbeck, and D. S. Kliger,
unpublished data) suggests that the first step in a step-wise
R -- T transition, involving conformational changes at the
dimer-dimer interfaces, may occur at about 1 ,us, in reason-
able agreement with the T found here from TRORD. This
hypothesis is also consistent with the small amplitude, 1 /is
process found in fitting of HbCO TROD to five exponential
processes. (S. J., Paquette, S. C. Bjorling, R. A. Goldbeck and
D. S. Kliger, unpublished data). A high sensitivity of the
TRORD measurements to the 1 ,us process could explain the
lengthening of the fastest TRORD time constant relative to
that of TROD in a fit to four exponential processes (429 ns
compared with 108 ns). As Table 2 shows, when the TRORD
data are forced to fit to the five exponentials obtained by an
application of global analysis to TROD, the amplitude of the
1 p,s process is greatly increased. In any event, the close
similarity of the TRORD kinetic analysis for processes such
as CO recombination, which should show identical lifetimes
whether measured by absorption or ORD/CD, is convincing
evidence for the usefulness of TRORD as a chiral probe of
protein dynamics.
In fulfillment of point (2), the TRCD difference spectra
(Fig. 6) calculated from a KK transformation of the TRORD
data are found to be in good agreement with spectra collected
directly in our lab using a ns TRCD instrument (Bjorling,
1991), with the calculated spectra showing much better S/N
than experimental CD spectra obtained under comparable
conditions. In the Soret region of the spectrum, changes in
both OD and CD (and hence ORD) result from changes in
heme ligation and changes in the position of amino acid
residues surrounding the heme (Geraci and Parkhurst, 1981).
However, the relative sensitivities of OD and ORD to dif-
ferent structural changes and ligation state are expected to be
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FIGURE 6 TRCD of HbCO. Transient CD difference spectra of HbCO
after laser photolysis calculated from the Kramers-Kronig transform of the
difference TRORD spectra shown in Fig. 5.
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quite different. The Soret CD/ORD arises primarily from
dipole-dipole coupling between the hemes and aromatic resi-
dues as far as 10-15 A and, thus, will be sensitive to changes
in heme-residue distances and orientations associated with
tertiary and quatemary structure changes (Hsu and Woody,
1969, 1971). This suggests that a comparison of kinetics
involved in ligand rebinding to Hb obtained in TROD versus
TRORD measurements could provide new information about
the structure and function of hemoglobin and other proteins,
a conclusion that is supported by the divergence in nano-
second spectral kinetics found here for HbCO. In summary,
we have demonstrated the ability of the TRORD technique
to obtain kinetic information about chiral changes in protein
conformation in an application to hemoglobin. The similari-
ties in CO rebinding kinetics found in the TROD and
TRORD measurements demonstrate the validity of TRORD
as a novel probe of fast protein kinetics. Differences in the
early-time kinetics as measured by these two techniques are
consistent with their differential sensitivity to protein struc-
ture and demonstrate the potential ofTRORD to provide new
information about protein conformational dynamics. The re-
sults and interpretation of the early-time TRORD measure-
ments presented here are necessarily preliminary and are the
subject of current efforts in our laboratory. Of primary sig-
nificance from this current work is the demonstration that this
TRORD technique can produce high quality spectral data
suitable for detailed kinetic analysis.
An important potential application of TRORD lies in the
study of protein folding reactions. Jones et al. (1993) recently
studied fast events in protein folding using laser photolysis
and TROD techniques. The sensitivity of CD and ORD to
secondary protein structure suggests that TRCD and TRORD
could be powerful tools to study protein folding. A limitation
in conducting spectral measurements in the peptide region is
the large extinction of proteins in this region. The largest
differences in CD between different secondary structures oc-
cur around 190 nm, whereas the largest differences in ORD
are found around 200 nm (Geraci and Parkhurst, 1981; Ima-
hori and Nicola, 1973). Most proteins absorb consider-
ably less light at 200 nm than at 190 nm, giving ORD a
better signal-to-noise advantage over CD. We are cur-
rently investigating methods for photogeneration of sec-
ondary structure changes in order to pursue TRORD stud-
ies of protein folding.
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